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A mutant of Micrococcus pyogenes var. aureus
(4) The terminal synthesis of catalase and other
isolated in 1952 has been used to investigate the hematin compounds is not significantly influenced
biosynthesis of certain hematin enzymes. This by electrostatic forces.
(5) Protoporphyrin cannot take the place of
strain has been described and its hemin requirements analysed in a series of papers (Jensen and hemin but meso- or deutero-hemin can.
Thofern 1953a, b, c, d; 1954). Since the present
(6) Certain metal-porphyrins inhibit the terstudy is very closely related to and based upon minal synthesis of the cytochrome system but not
the previous results, a brief summary is indicated: the terminal synthesis of catalase.
(1) The hemin requirement is not absolute,
Some hematin compounds such as horseradish
since in brain-heart infusion broth and similar peroxydase or hemoglobin can be split reversibly,
liquid media hemin is not required for growth. that is, their prosthetic group (hemin) can be
On the surface of solid media, however, or in separated from the protein which then can be
aerated liquid media the strain grows only in the isolated and purified without losing its ability to
presence of hemin (ferriprotoporphyrin chloride). reunite with hemin in vitro. Since this can be done
(2) If grown in the absence of hemin in broth with highly purified hematin compounds, the
the bacteria are completely devoid of their hema- reunion seems to be a spontaneous reaction intin compounds (catalase, cytochromes, cyto- volving the two partners only and not requiring a
chrome oxydase). These compounds are always "combining system." Catalase cannot be split
formed by the parent strain but are synthesized reversibly. Though Agner (1935) claimed some
by the hemin-requiring mutant only if hemin or activity on the addition of hemin to the dialyzed
a suitable hemin source is present in the culture protein moiety, Tauber and Kleiner (1935) and
medium. The absence of the hematin compounds Sumner and Dounce (1939) who repeated his
is reflected by the lack of catalase activity, the experiments did not obtain any activity. Thus
lack of cytochrome respiration, and the absence of "the problem of splitting catalase reversibly into
the typical absorption bands associated with the protein and hematin is still unsolved." (Theorell,
cytochromes.
1951).
(3) If resting-cell suspensions of bacteria grown
Two interpretations regarding this failure are
without hemin are supplied with hemin the possible:
hematin compounds are formed. This formation
(a) The hemin being firmly attached to the
occurs within 15 to 20 min (at 37 C) after the ad- apocatalase cannot be split off without causing
dition of hemin. The resulting enzyme activities denaturation of the protein.
are of the same magnitude as those of the parent
(b) The recombination does not occur spontastrain or those of the mutant grown in the pres- neously but requires a combining enzyme or enence of hemin. Growing in the absence of hemin zyme system.
the cells of the hemin-requiring mutant synthesize
If a combining enzyme is required, reversible
the apoenzymes or protein moieties of their cleavage of crystalline catalase obviously would
hematin compounds. Supplied with hemin they be impossible since highly purified catalase cannot
then perform the terminal synthesis which by contain such an enzyme. There is good reason to
linking the prosthetic group with the apoenzymes assume that the terminal synthesis of catalase in
produces the active holoenzymes.
this particular case is enzymatically catalyzed.
324
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

A streptomycin-resistant and hemin-requiring
mutant of M. pyogenes var. aureus strain SG 511
was used in all experiments and has been described (Jensen and Thofern, 1953a). By mutation this strain tends to regain its ability to synthesize its own hemin if grown in hemin-free
media. Since this latter mutant which is still
streptomycin resistant but not hemin requiring
is suppressed in the presence of hemin (Palberg,
1955), the following procedure was used for the
preparation of all cell suspensions: A single
colony was picked off an 18-hr blood agar culture,
emulsified in 4 ml brain-heart infusion broth
(Difco) and incubated for 1 hr at 37 C. Two
Erlenmeyer flasks containing 250 ml brain-heart
infusion broth each were then inoculated with 1
ml of this culture. A blood agar plate was also
streaked and an agar plate spread with 0.5 ml.
The flasks were incubated overnight (15 hr) at
37 C. The blood agar plate was used for the same

procedure the following day. The agar plate
which readily shows the presence of nonheminrequiring mutants served as a control. The contents of the two flasks were spun down in a Servall
high speed angle centrifuge. The sediments were
collected and washed 3 times in 40 ml of distilled
water. After the third washing the cells were resuspended in water and the density of the suspension was adjusted to 3 mg (dry weight) bacteria
per 0.1 ml. Cell suspensions prepared according to
this procedure are referred to in this paper as
"'untreated cells." Transmittance measurements
whenever necessary were done with a Coleman
Nepho-Colorimeter Model 9.
Respiration and catalase activity were measured manometrically in a Warburg apparatus
(Bronwill UVL). If not otherwise stated, the
flasks contained 3 mg bacteria (dry weight) in 2
ml M/30 phosphate buffer pH 6.8. All substances
added were dissolved in the same buffer. Their
concentration if not otherwise stated was always
0.01 M. The hemin was a purified ferriprotoporphyrin chloride of the same batch used in the
earlier experiments, dissolved in m/15 Na2HPO4
and then adjusted to the proper concentration
and pH. The final hemin concentration in the
flasks was 1.54 X 10- M. The central well of the
flasks contained 0.3 ml NaOH 2.5 M. Usually
three readings of the 02 consumption were taken
in 15-min intervals. Thus the total incubation
time was 55 to 60 min including the equilibration
period; the temperature of the bath was 37 C.
If anaerobic conditions were required the flasks
were flushed with nitrogen at room temperature
for at least 10 min. After the third reading the
Warburg apparatus was cooled down to 16 C
and the magnetic tilt inserts containing the H202
solution were placed into the flasks. The time between the last reading and the immersion of the
flasks into the cooled bath usually did not exceed
15 min. If the flasks had to be kept longer outside
the bath they were cooled in ice water. The catalase assays were done by tilting the inserts at
time 0 and taking manometric readings at 30-sec
intervals. The H202 concentration in the flasks
at time 0 was 0.01 M. No attempt was made to
calculate the kat.f. (catalase capability) values
since whole cells were used throughout the experiments. The values given in the tables are
mm3 02 evolved in 30 sec at 16 C. In most ininstances these values represent the average of
the second and third 30-sec period. The differ-
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Moreover, there are several other experimental
findings which can hardly be explained via interpretation (a). Heat treatment (1 min 56 C) and
mechanical as well as biological (phage) disintegration of the cells cause complete inactivation of
the terminal synthesis of catalase. This inactivation appears to be irreversible. Catalase on the
other hand is a rather stabile enzyme; hence it is
unlikely-though possible-that the apocatalase
exhibits extreme lability. Whether the irreversible inactivation of the terminal synthesis of
catalase is caused by derangement of an essential
spatial relationship or by the destruction of a
combining enzyme or by both cannot be decided
as yet.
It has been shown that the terminal synthesis
of catalase is qualitatively and quantitatively
independent of the supply of external energy,
that the synthesis requires considerable time, and
that the optimal temperature is 37 C (no synthesis at 4 C) (Jensen and Thofern, 1933b). This
rules out electrostatic forces as significant factors.
It is the purpose of this paper to supply evidence in favor of a combining enzyme system
which performs the terminal synthesis of catalase
inside the bacterial cell. An investigation of this
kind became feasible when it was found that the
terminal synthesis of catalase can be inactivated
experimentally and that this inactivation can be
reversed and controlled.
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RESULTS

Inactiv,ation of the terminal synthesis of catalase.
Untreated cells of the hemin-requiring strain, if
incubated with hemin, readily perform the terminal synthesis of catalase. Once their catalase is
formed, they show the same catalase activity per
mg dry weight as the parent strain or as the mutant grown in hemin-containing media. If the cells
are washed intensively (more than three times)
in distilled water they gradually lose their ability
to accomplish the terminal synthesis of catalase.
This loss is not due to a reduction of viable cells
but apparently to an inactivation of the system
which initiates the terminal synthesis of catalase.
Inactivation can also be achieved by prolonged
soaking in water or by forced aeration of the cell
suspension. Qualitatively the result of these inactivation procedures is the same regardless of
which method is used. But great quantitative
differences exist in regard to the degree of inactivation. Even if exactly the same method is used
TABLE 1

Effect of glucose on the terminal synthesis of catalase
of standard treated cells of a hemin requiring
Micrococcus strain
Cells Incubated with

mm3 02 Evolved by 3 mg
Bacteria in 30 sec at 16 C after 55
min Aerobic Incubation at 37 C

Hemin and glucose ...... .. 63
0
Hemin alone.

72
0

80
0

85 90
10 17

100
40

Contents of Warburg flasks: 3 mg bacteria (dry
weight) in 2 ml phosphate buffer 0.033 M, pH 6.8;
hemin 1.54 X 10-5 M; glucose if present 107-2 M;
0.3 ml NaOH 2.5 M in center well. Gas phase: air.
Incubation: 55 min at 37 C; oscillation 120/min.
02-evolution measured subsequently at 16 C in
30-sec intervals; initial H202 concentration:
10-2 M.

such variations sometimes occur, a fact which
complicates the experimental procedure.
To stabilize the inactivation process as far as
possible the following method was adopted: The
cells were grown, collected, and washed in water
as described under Methods. After the second
washing a suspension in water was made containing 0.1 mg bacteria per ml. This suspension then
was kept for 1 hr in a constant temperature water
bath at 30 C. Thereafter the cells were centrifuged, and again washed twice in distilled water.
After the last washing the cells were resuspended
in distilled water to the final density as described
under Methods. These treated cells will be referred to as "standard treated cells."
No terminal synthesis of catalase occurs when
standard treated cells are placed in contact with
hemin alone for 55 min at 37 C and under aerobic
conditions. With glucose present in the flasks and
under identical conditions the terminal synthesis
of catalase takes place and as a result 60 to 80
mm3 02 per 30 sec are evolved by the cells when
tested for catalase activity. If the catalase activities of standard treated cells follow this pattern, the cells are in the condition of "first degree
inactivation." These cells then can be used as test
cells for the various experiments. Table 1 shows
that the standard treatment does not always produce first degree inactivated cells. Therefore two
controls are included in each experiment:
(1) Cells incubated with hemin and glucose.
(2) Cells incubated with hemin alone.
Data in table 1 show that when the catalase
activity is high (more than 80 mm3 02/30 see)
following incubation with hemin and glucose,
there is often at the same time increased catalase
activity by the same cells incubated without glucose. On the other hand, the cells treated with
glucose occasionally exhibit very low or zero
activities; when this is the case the same cells incubated without glucose invariably show no
activity.
Since it cannot be predicted how the cells will
act after the standard treatment, the above mentioned controls, some of which are presented in
table 1, must not be omitted. The result of these
controls will determine whether or not the experiment can be evaluated. All experiments were excluded from evaluation whenever the control (2)
exceeded 10 per cent of the control (1).
If the terminal synthesis of catalase occurs in
the absence of glucose the cells are not sufficiently
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ences between these two readings seldom exceeded
7 per cent. All figures shown in the tables are
mean values derived from at least three experiments run under identical conditions. The flask
oscillation at 37 C and at 16 C was 120/min.
Coenzyme A and the nucleotides were obtained
from the Pabst Laboratories; the parachloromercuribenzoic acid was kindly provided by Dr.
Cunningham; most of the other substances were
obtained from the N. B. Co.
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TABLE 2

Effect of various substances on the terminal synthesis of catalase of first degree inactivated cells
Reactivation Calculated as Percentage of Reactivation Caused by Glucose
50-80%

30-50%

10-30%

L-Alanine
D-Alanine
Ca-Lactate

Phenylalanine
Cystine

Tryptophan
Asparagine
Methionine

Cysteine

0%

Propionate
Pyruvate (corrected)

Glutamate

inactivated. Inactivation proceeds spontaneously
if such cell suspensions are left at room temperature. On the other hand, first degree inactivated
cells have to be used shortly after their preparation because inactivation progresses beyond the
first degree unless the cell suspension is stored
under anaerobic conditions. Second and third
degree inactivation and its significance will be
discussed later.
Reactivation of the terminal synthesis of catalase.
By definition the inactivation of the terminal synthesis of catalase. of standard treated cells can
be reversed by glucose. It will be shown in a
later publication that apparently there is no
relation between the respiratory or glycolytic
activities of the inactivated cells and their
capability to perform the terminal synthesis
of catalase. Consequently the reactivation caused
by glucose seems to be independent from the
provision of external energy. What is the role
then of glucose in the reactivation process? In an
attempt to answer this question a variety of
substances related and unrelated to glucose was
tested for the purpose of detecting reactivators
other than glucose. Thereby it was hoped to
elucidate the mechanism of the reactivation
process.
In table 2 some of the substances which have
been tested are listed according to the degree of
reactivation they elicit. Since no substance could
be found which exerted a greater effect than
glucose, the figures in table 2 represent the percentage of reactivation in terms of glucose
activity.
Considering the heterogeneity of the compounds tested, the reactivating ability apparently
is not a function of one specific common substance
derived from these compounds. Therefore these
test substances or their breakdown products must
have an indirect or unspecific effect in common.
It should be mentioned here that each substance

was also tested without the cells but under
otherwise identical conditions in order to detect
direct decomposition of H202 independent from
the terminal synthesis of catalase. Furthermore
they were tested with untreated cells which had
been incubated with hemin previously and therefore had already performed their terminal synthesis of catalase. This control was included to
reveal possible inhibiting or enhancing effects of
the test substances on the catalase once it was
formed via the terminal synthesis of catalase.
No such activities or effects were found with the
exception of pyruvate which splits H202 to a certain degree in the absence of cells. Although this
activity is low, the possibility had to be ruled
out that the activity of other substances was
caused by metabolically formed pyruvic acid.
This was done by testing cell-free supernatants
of the flask contents after the incubation period.
These supernatants never caused any 02-evolution. In table 2, pyruvic acid is listed under 0 per
cent because its effect on the terminal synthesis
of catalase corrected for its noncatalytic splitting
effect always was zero.
Effect of anaerobic conditions on the terminal
synthesis of catalase. Reactivation can also be
achieved by merely submitting the cells to
anaerobic conditions while they are incubated
with hemin. It can be seen from table 3 that the
exclusion of oxygen not only allows reactivation
in the absence of glucose in first degree inactivated cells but that it also allows reactivation if
glucose alone is ineffective (third degree inactivated cells, see below).
If untreated cells prior to the addition of hemin
are shaken in the flasks with air as gas phase,
progressive inactivation occurs. The presence of
glucose as well as the provision of anaerobic
conditions prevents this inactivation (table 4).
This effect is not caused by the reactivating
ability of glucose, but glucose in this case ap-
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TABLE 3

TABLE 5

Effect of anaerobic incubation on the terminal

Effect of pH on the terminal synthesis of catalase
of untreated and standard treated cells*

synthesis of catalase of standard treated cells*
Aerobic Incubation

With glucose

.

Without
glucose

With
Glucose

Without
glucose
Wihuglcs

8
0
0
0
0

100
85
85
114
53

65
64
82
39
8

* Figures represent mm302 evolved by 3 mg
bacteria in 30 sec at 16 C after 55 min incubation
at 37 C. Experimental details same as described
in table 1.

Glucose Present
During Incubation

7.6

7.0

6.8

6.4

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Untreated cells ........ 100 95 102 100 95 98 93 97
Standard treated but
not sufficiently inactivated cells ....... 106 8 100 14 105 86 100 90
First degree inacti95 9
97
2 0 45
vated cells ......

0° 8j

*

See footnote table 3.

tested with inactivated cells that it becaTme
evident that lowering of the pH to 7.0 or below
TABLE 4
had a significant effect on the terminal synthesis
Effect of aeration in the presence and absence of of catalase (table 5). Untreated cells are not
glucose on the terminal synthesis of catalase
affected by a change from pH 7.6 to 6.4; treated
of untreated cells*
cells, however, seem to be in the state of first
inactivation at pH 7.6, and at pH 6.4 they
degree
Glucose
Anaerobic
Aerobic
Time Hemin
Present in
Incubation
Incubation
Added
appear to be hardly inactivated at all. Cells
Incubation
which actually are first degree inactive at pH
6.8 seem to be inactive beyond that degree at
0
25

95
19
0

95
95
96

pH 7.6.
The activity of catalase once it is formed is
35
not influenced by changes between pH 6.0 and
8.0; it can therefore be assumed that the terminal
/
85
0
synthesis of catalase itself is pH-dependent. It is
100
25
96
Yes
from table 5 that the terminal synthesis
evident
82
98
35
of catalase is not affected by changes between
* See footnote table 3.
pH 6.8 and 6.4. Therefore a buffer of pH 6.8 was
chosen for all experiments evaluated in this study.
The effect of reducing substances and of methylene
of
To
cells.
inactivation
the
parently prevents
show this experimentally, cells were washed blue on the terminal synthesis of catalase. None of
free from glucose after the aeration period and the reducing substances tested had any effect on
before the addition of hemin; results of such a the terminal synthesis of catalase (table 6).
procedure are similar to the results shown in Neither did they protect the cells from being
table 4. It can also be seen that the protection inactivated as glucose did. In spite of this lack
conferred by glucose or by anaerobiosis is similar of activity which cannot be explained as yet, the
and evidently of maximum efficiency since the significance of anaerobiosis suggests that the
combination of glucose and anaerobiosis is no oxidation-reduction potential has a considerable
influence on the terminal synthesis of catalase.
more effective than the use of either alone.
Effect of pH on the terminal synthesis of catalase. Methylene blue which originally was used as a
In the earlier experiments summarized at the redox indicator proved to have a significant
beginning of this paper, a buffer of pH 7.6 had effect on the terminal synthesis of catalase: It
always been used. Since this pH was found to be does not interfere with the terminal synthesis of
satisfactory with untreated cells as used in those catalase of untreated cells whether glucose is
experiments there was no apparent reason to present or not, and it becomes completely dechange the buffer at the beginning of this study. colorized during the aerobic incubation period.
It was not before slightly acid substances were The same holds true for first degree inactivated
No
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89
95
6
0

of Suspending
pH
Phosphate Buffer

Anaerobic Incubation
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TABLE 6
Effect of various substances on the terminal synthesis of catalase of first, second, and third degree
inactivated cells
Degree of
inactivation

First

Second

Third

.

Reactivation
caused

Yes

Mannitol

Ribose
Lactose

Yes

Glucose

Acetate
Propionate
Pyruvate
Pyruvate +
ATP
Pyruvate +
DPN
Citrate
Iso-Citrate
Succinate

No

All substances

listed in
the first
two col-

Yes

Glucose +
Co-A

No

Glucose Co-A
and all
substances
listed in
this table

umns ex-

cept glucose

Lactate
L-Alanine

Glycine
Glutamine

D-Alanine
L-Glutamate
D-Glutamate

Glutathione
(10-25 X

Cystine
Cysteine
Methionine
Tryptophan
Phenylalanine
Asparagine

Ascorbic acid
Na-Thioglycolate
(0.2%)
DPN; TPN
(1.3 X

10'3M)

103 M)

ATP; ADP(5 X
Anaerobic
conditions

10-4

M)GDP;

UDP

Adenosine
(5 X 10-4 M)
*

All concentrations 10-2m except where otherwise indicated.

cells in the presence of glucose. If first degree
inactivated cells are incubated with L-alanine
or any reactivator other than glucose, no reactivation occurs and the methylene blue remains
oxidized. Since alanine is a potent reactivator in
the absence of methylene blue, the dye evidently
interferes with its action and thereby with the
terminal synthesis of catalase. Under anaerobic
conditions and in the presence of glucose, methylene blue has no effect and is completely decolorized, but in the absence of glucose it is only
partly reduced and there is a considerable inhibition of the terminal synthesis of catalase. This
situation is illustrated by table 7.

Considering the general imlportance of sulfhydryl enzymes in biological processes and the
way they are influenced by oxidizing agents, by
the oxidation-reduction potential, and hydrogen
ions it was assumed that an enzyme with freely
reactive -SH groups might be involved in the
terminal synthesis of catalase. To test this
assumption a specific -SH-reagent, namely,
parachloromercuribenzoic acid (Barron and
Singer, 1945; Singer and Barron, 1945) was used.
Omitting experimental details the effect of this
SH-reagent on the terminal synthesis of catalase
can be briefly summarized as follows: Added at
the beginning of the experiment the reagent
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Glucose
Coenzyme A
(10 5-10- 4M)
Maltose
Galactose
Levulose
Raffinose
Xylose

No

330

TABLE 7
Effect of methylene blue (0.025%) on the terminal
synthesis of catalase of first degree
inactivated cells*
Reactivators
Present during
Incubation

Glucose .....
None.........
L-Alanine ....

Aerobic Incubation

Anaerobic Inctibation

Without
Mb

With
Mb

Without
Mb

With
Mb

60

58

0

0

65
60

62
12

55

0

/

/

See footnote table 3.

TABLE 8
glucose
and Co-A on the terminal synthesis
Fffect of
of catalase of first, second, and third degree
inactivated cells*
Reactivators Present During
Incubation
Condition of Cells

GluCo-A
cose
lCO
cose
Co,M
05 Co-A
C;
coe 0Z
lO4
1M10-4
10SMOM

Co4A

First degree .......... 80 2
Second degree ........ 78 3
Third degree .........0 0

76
2
0

75 42
2 0
1 2

80
85
75

* See footnote table 3.

TABIE 9

IntetJ'er ence of p-chlori'oerc u ribenzoic acid
(SH-rea,gent) with the terminal synthesis of catalase
of first, second, and third degree inactivated cells
and their reactivation by glIicose and Co-A
Reactivators Present
During Incubation
Condition of Cells

6

C'oncentration of
SH-Reagent

u

c-~0 z
First, degree

None
5 X 10-5 m

Second degree None
5 X 10
Third degree None
5 X 10
5 X 10

5

M

5
5

M
M

85
0
80
0
0
0
0

6

-

0 83 85
0 80 85
0 4 88
0 2 80+
0 0 83+
0 0 O+
0 0 86++
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inhibits completely the glucose reactivation of
standard treated cells under aerobic conditions.
The minimal concentration is a X 10-5 M.
Under anaerobic conditions, a tenfold concentration at least is required for complete inhibition.
If the reagent is allowed to act on the cells prior
to the addition of the hemin, even smaller concentrations are inhibitory.
Role of Coenzyme A (Co-A). At this point a
series of experiments was started with coenzyme
A. Co-A is known to be involved in a variety of
synthetic processes. Its activity depends on the
free -SH group. Substances or conditions which
block or oxidize this group inactivate the Co-A.
Therefore the positive r esults achieved with Co-A
did not come unexpectedly as they seemed to
fit in the general pattern of the terminal synthesis of catalase.
Co-A was tested under different experimental
conditions which allowed the study of its effect on
first, second, and third degree inactivated cells
and on the inactivation caused by aeration (table
8). Furthermore the interaction of Co-A and pchloromercuribenzoic acid was investigated
(table 9).
The definition of the terms "second degree"
and "third degree" inactivation is derived partly
from the results presented in table 8. W7hereas
first degree inactivated cells can be reactivated
by glucose or a variety of other substances (see
above and table 6), second degree inactivated
cells can be reactivated only by glucose. Co-A
or any of the other substances cannot replace
glucose. Third degree inactivated cells can be
reactivated only by a combination of glucose and
Co-A. Neither glucose alone nor Co-A alone nor
any of the other substances with or without Co-A
can serve as reactivators foi these cells.

*
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Co-A concentration 5 X 10-5 M.
++ Co-A concentration 10-4 M.
SH-reagent added at the beginning of the experiment. Other experimental details same as
described in table 1.
+

Table 8 indicates that Co-A is a very potent
reactivator. In order to compare the activity of
Co-A with the activities of the other reactivators
it must be mentioned that the optimal concentration of glucose, of the amino acids, etc., is approximately 0.01 M. Lowering the concentration to
half this molarity reduces catalase activity more
than 50 per cent in the case of glucose. With the
other substances such as the amino acids the drop
is even more pronounced. Thus on a molecular
basis the activity of Co-A is at least 100 times

1957]
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DISCUSSION

Considering the findings of this study there is
little doubt that the terminal synthesis of catalase is a complicated act performed by the
bacterial cell and not a spontaneous chemical
reaction between the prosthetic group and the
apoenzyme. The cells evidently maintain the
internal environment which is essential for proper
functioning of the synthesizing system. Therefore
resting cell suspensions of non-experimentally
treated cells fail to reveal the presence of this
system. Thus far it is not clear how the standard
treatment inactivates the cells. There is some
evidence which indicates that the water treatment as well as the forced aeration deprive the
cells of a substance which perhaps is identical
with Co-A and that the presence of glucose pre-ents this loss. Since anaerobiosis also protects

the cells against inactivation it is possible that
the said substance can only be retained in the
cell if the oxidation-reduction potential is low.
It should be kept in mind that only whole cells
were studied and that the selective permeability
of the cell wall may be considerably influenced
by the treatment which necessarily alters the
physicochemical condition inside the cell. This
situation also has to be considered in respect to
the variety of substances which reactivate or
fail to reactivate the terminal synthesis of catalase. Failure of reactivation may be due to
impermeability of the cell wall for a given substance. The complex permeability problem can
only be avoided by using cell-free preparations.
All attempts in this direction have been unsuccessful so far. The terminal synthesis of catalase
does not occur, not even slightly, once the cells
are disintegrated. This is in contrast to Beljanski
(1955) who worked with a hemin-requiring strain
of Escherichia coli and who succeeded in demonstrating the in vitro synthesis of catalase in a
cell-free preparation. His experimental setup
does not allow any conclusions as far as the
synthesizing mechanism is concerned since he
worked with untreated cells. He did not fractionate the disintegrated material and it was
therefore impossible to detect a combining system.
His experiments, however, confirm in a convincing way the results of Jensen and Thofern (1953b)
who demonstrated the existence of the terminal
synthesis of hematin compounds in whole cells.
Nevertheless, the mechanism of this synthesis
may be different in different organisms just as
the end products may differ. B6nicke (1956)
showed recently that E. coli catalase is different
from micrococcus catalase in respect to its inhibition by isoniazide and Thofern (personal communication) found that micrococcus catalase is
100 times more sensitive to AgNO3 than E. coli
catalase.
It is not possible at present to define the exact
role of Co-A in the terminal synthesis of catalase.
Compared with the catalytic concentrations
necessary for metabolic processes the concentration required for the terminal synthesis of catalase is high, presumably higher than it is within
untreated cells. It is interesting to note that the
required Co-A concentration is of approximately
the same magnitude as the hemin concentration.
It seems possible therefore that Co-A is directly
involved in the terminal synthesis of catalase.
According to this theory Co-A associated with a
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greater than that of any of the other reactivating
substances. The difference is even greater than
that since commercially available Co-A is only
75 per cent pure.
The data compiled in table 4 show that aeration inactivates untreated cells and that glucose
protects the cells from being inactivated. Here
also Co-A can replace glucose proving that it can
protect the cells as well as reactivate them.
In both instances the action of Co-A is inhibited
by p-chloromercuribenzoic acid. Results in table
9 show the interference of the SH-reagent with
the Co-A-reactivation of first, second, and third
degree inactivated cells. The data indicate that
the inhibition of the terminal synthesis of catalase
caused by the reagent is due to the inactivation
of Co-A. First degree inactivated cells which do
not require an addition of Co-A for reactivation
(but only glucose) are inhibited by the SHreagent and this inhibition can only be prevented
or compensated by addition of Co-A. Glucose
cannot reverse this inhibition. This situation
suggests that in the first degree inactivated cells
there is present originally a sufficient amount of
Co-A which in the presence of glucose or other
reactivators initiates the terminal synthesis of
catalase. If combined with p-chloromercuribenzoic acid, the original Co-A is irreversibly inactivated and new Co-A has to be added to the
system. The concentrations of Co-A and of the
reagent furthermore seem to indicate that no
other sulfhydryl substances besides Co-A are of
significant importance for the terminal synthesis
of catalase.
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specific protein transfers the hemin to the apocatalase. It is quite possible that under the arti-
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SUMMARY

A hemin-requiring and streptomycin-resistant
mutant strain of Micrococcus pyogenes var. aureus
synthesizes apocatalase if grown in hemin-free
media. Resting cell suspensions of this strain perform the terminal synthesis of catalase upon

addition of hemin (ferriprotoporphyrin chloride).
Prolonged treatment of the cells with water or
forced aeration causes inactivation of the terminal
synthesis of catalase. This inactivation is reversible and reactivation can be achieved by supplying the cells with a variety of substances during
the incubation with hemin. Evidence is presented
which indicates that Coenzvme AV (Co-A) and
perhaps a not-as-yet identified substance derived
from glucose in the early steps of glucolysis are
indispensable for the terminal svnthesis of catalase. The effect of anaerobiosis and of methylene
blue on the terminal synthesis of catalase is described and the significance of a low oxidationreduction potential is (liscusse(l. The exact role of
Co-A in the terminal synthesis of catalase cannot
be defined as yet. In view of the inhibitory effect
of p-chloromercuribenzoic a(id on the terminal
synthesis of catalase which effect is nullified by
Co-A and the quantitative relation between these
two substances and between Co-A and hemin, a
hypothesis suggests itself. Perhaps Co-A and
its corresponding protein perform the terminal
synthesis of catalase by transferring the hemin
to the apocatalase via the formation of an "active
hemin," Co-A-S-hemini.
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